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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel feature called differential entropy for EEG-based vigilance estimation. By
mathematical derivation, we find an interesting relationship
between the proposed differential entropy and the existing
logarithm energy spectrum. We present a physical interpretation of the logarithm energy spectrum which is widely used
in EEG signal analysis. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed differential entropy feature for vigilance estimation,
we compare it with four existing features on an EEG data
set of twenty-three subjects. All of the features are projected to
the same dimension by principal component analysis algorithm.
Experiment results show that differential entropy is the most
accurate and stable EEG feature to reflect the vigilance changes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vigilance means the degree of wakefulness or responsiveness to stimuli in medical definition. In cognitive neuroscience, the term of vigilance is used to describe the ability to
sustain attention to a task for a long time. Some scientists use
vigilance to imply the degree of arousal on the sleep-wake
axis. Therefore, vigilance analysis can be used to index the
drowsiness of drivers [1], [2], [3].
Up to now, various physiological measures are studied for
vigilance analysis, such as eye movement [4] and autonomic
nervous system activity. Among them, electroencephalogram
(EEG) is the most commonly studied signal, and has been
proved very effective [5], [6], [7], [8].
EEG as a time series signal, the potential change information of original form usually can not be directly used
for vigilance estimation in non ERP experiments. Therefore,
feature extraction is required. The extracted features should
describe the differences of EEG patterns at different states
of vigilance. Various EEG features can be classified into
four categories: time series feature [9], spectral feature [5],
spatial synchronization feature [10], and complexity measure
feature [11].
Recently, a number of different entropy estimators have
been applied to quantify the complexity of EEG signals [12],
[13]. Entropy is a thermodynamic quantity describing the
amount of disorder in the system. From an information
theory perspective, the concept of entropy is generalized
as the amount of information stored in a more general
probability distribution. The concept of entropy has been
successfully applied to the analysis of EEG signals.
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In this study, differential entropy is proposed to characterize the level of vigilance, as a complexity measure for
continuous EEG signals. Although energy spectrum and the
logarithm energy spectrum have been widely used in EEGbased vigilance analysis, the specific meaning of logarithm
power spectrum is not clear. Previous studies of estimating
driving performance have confirmed that the EEG spectral
amplitudes correlate with the wake-sleep transition more
linearly in logarithmic scale than in linear scale [6], [14].
In this paper, we show that the proposed differential entropy,
which is equivalent to logarithm energy spectrum, is superior
to energy spectrum [5] and even other features such as
auto-regressive (AR) parameters [15], fractal dimension [16],
and sample entropy [17]. A detail performance comparison
among these five different features is given by analyzing
an EEG data set of twenty-three subjects in performing a
monotonous visual task.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the detail
experiment setup of a monotonous visual task is described.
In section III, the differential entropy for characterizing EEG
signals is presented and discussed in detail. In section IV,
data analysis procedure is introduced and the experimental
results are discussed. Section V concludes this study.
II. MATERIALS
A. Procedure and Subjects
A monotonous visual task was adopted here [8]. Subjects
sat in a comfortable chair, about two feet away from the
LCD. Four colors of traffic signs were presented in the LCD
randomly by the NeuroScan Stim2 software. For each color,
there were more than 40 different traffic signs. Each trial was
5.5s ∼ 7.5s long, including 5s ∼ 7s black screen and 0.5s
traffic signs presented. The subjects were asked to recognize
the sign color, and pressed the correct button on the response
pad as soon as possible. There were 4 buttons on the response
pad corresponding to the 4 different colors of traffic signs.
A total of twenty-three healthy subjects aged from 19 to
28 participated in this experiment. They were required to
abstain from alcohol and caffeine one day before and during
the experiment. After training, each subject took at least two
sessions on different days, which were carried out in a small
sound proof room with normal illumination. Each session
lasted for more than 1 hour during 13 : 00 ∼ 15 : 00 after
lunch.
B. Data Collection
For each session, the visual stimulus sequence and subject’s response sequence were recorded by the NeuroScan Scan
software. At the same time, a total of 62 EEG channels were
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recorded by the NeuroScan system at sampling rate 500Hz
and then re-sampled down to 100Hz for the simplicity of data
processing. In this study, due to the algorithm for finding the
key brain area in our previous work, only 6 EEG channels
(PO3, POz, PO4, O1, O2, Oz) around the occipital region
were used for vigilance estimation to improve the feasibility
of EEG-based vigilance estimation system.
C. Vigilance Measurement
In the sustained visual task, when becoming sleepy, the
subject were more likely to press the wrong button or miss
some responses. To evaluate the subject’s vigilance level, the
local error rate e(t) of a subject’s performance was used as
the reference of vigilance levels, which was defined as the
rate that the subject made a false response (including lapse)
within a time window with a constant width [18].
III. D IFFERENTIAL E NTROPY F EATURE
A. Differential Entropy
Differential entropy is used to measure the complexity of
a continuous random variable and is the entropy of continuous random variable. Differential entropy is also related to
minimum description length. Its calculation formula can be
expressed as,
∫
h(X) = −
f (x) log(f (x))dx
(1)
X

where X is a random variable, f (x) is the probability density
function of X. For the time series X obeying the Gauss
distribution N (µ, σ 2 ), its differential entropy can be defined
as,
∫ ∞
(x−µ)2
(x−µ)2
1
1
√
h(X) = −
e− 2σ2 log( √
e− 2σ2 )dx
2πσ 2
2πσ 2
−∞
1
= log(2πeσ 2 )
2
(2)
Although the original EEG signals do not follow a certain
fixed distribution, it can be found that EEG signals are
subject to Gaussian distribution nearly in a series of subbands after band-pass filtering from 2Hz to 44Hz by every
2Hz step. The distribution of EEG signals in such subbands can be verified by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test method,
which is based on the cumulative distribution function, and
tests whether a cumulative distribution is in compliance with
certain theory distribution or whether a significant difference
exists between two experience distributions. If the test result
h is 1 under the significant level α, it means the hypothesis
H is rejected that the sample series conforms to the specified
gaussian distribution under this significant level. Otherwise,
if the result h is 0, it means the hypothesis H is established.
In order to test whether the EEG signals after bandbass filtering follow Gaussian distribution, 2000 EEG data
segments of 2 second length in every sub-band signal from
23 subjects’ near occipital brain areas are randomly selected.
Then, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test method is applied to
all 2000 EEG data segments to test whether each subband signal is subject to Gaussian distribution, under the

significant level α set to 0.05. It can prove that the probability
of sub-band signals meeting Gaussian distribution hypothesis
is more than 90 percent.
Therefore, in a fixed frequency band i, the differential
entropy is defined as
1
(3)
hi (X) = log(2πeσi2 )
2
where hi and σi2 denote the differential entropy of the
corresponding EEG signal in frequency band i and the signal
variance, respectively.
B. Differential Entropy versus logarithm Energy Spectrum
The relationship between the logarithm energy spectrum
and the differential entropy will be interpreted by the following mathematical derivation in each frequency band i of
EEG signals.
From Eq. (3), we can see that π, e are constants, so only
signal variance σi2 is needed to know in order to calculate
differential entropy hi (X) of Gaussian signal sequence {X}.
For a frequency band of the EEG signals, as a result of zero
mean (DC component is filtered), variance can be estimated
by
N −1
1 ∑ 2
(4)
x
σ̂ 2 =
N i=0 i
Equation (4) shows that the variance estimation of signal
sequence X is just its average energy. What is more, average energy is related to energy spectrum due to Parseval’s
theorem. It can be written as Eq. (5) for the discrete Fourier
transform,
N
−1
N −1
∑
1 ∑ 2
|x2i | =
(5)
|Xk | = Pi
N
n=0
k=0

where {Xk } is the discrete Fourier transform coefficients
of signal sequence {xi }. Pi can be regarded as energy
spectrum and is equivalent to the value of signal variance
σi2 multiplying a constant coefficient N ( N is the length of
the fixed time window).
Therefore, after band-pass filtering to a specific frequency
band i, its variance can be estimated by N /Pi . From Eqs. (3),
(4) and (5), the relationship between the logarithm energy
spectrum and the differential entropy can be expressed as,
1
1
1
2πe
hi (X) = log(2πeσi2 ) = log(N σi2 ) + log(
)
2
2
2
N
(6)
1
1
2πe
= log(Pi ) + log(
)
2
2
N
It is thus clear that, for a fixed length EEG sequence,
the estimation of differential entropy is equivalent to the
logarithm energy spectrum in a certain frequency band.
Researchers did often use energy spectrum and logarithm
energy spectrum. Because the low frequency energy is often
higher than the high frequency energy in EEG, so after the
logarithm of energy, the ability of discriminating EEG pattern
can be balanced between high and low frequency energy.
Now, the physical meaning of the logarithm energy spectrum
or energy spectrum can be explained from the differential
entropy angle.
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IV. DATA A NALYSIS P ROCEDURE

1

The procedure of data analysis for estimating the level of
vigilance consisted of the following seven steps.
1) De-noising: EEG data were first preprocessed by using
a simple band-pass filter between 0.1 and 100Hz and a cutoff frequency of 50Hz to remove noises with NeuroScan
software.
2) Feature extraction: For each subject, each channel of
all 6 channels was first filtered in many frequency bands by
every 2Hz, from 1Hz to 44 Hz, and a 200-point Hanning
window with non overlap was used to divide each frequency
band signal to many window data of 2 second length. The
differential entropy feature was calculated over each window
data by FFT. Thus, the time series features for each session
consisted of 6-channel EEG differential entropies estimated
across 22 frequency bands.
3) Feature smoothing: The moving average filter with the
window length 2 minutes was used to smooth the features,
which can remove the influences of artifacts to a degree after
feature extraction.
4) Feature dimension reduction: A standard PCA algorithm was used to obtain the directions of largest variance
for each session. The differential entropy was reduced to 10
dimensions, and was used as inputs to train the individual
regression model.
5) Feature selection: Feature selection based linear correlation coefficient was used. This method first calculated the
linear correlation coefficient between train set and vigilance
level curve, and then the features corresponding to larger
correlation coefficient were selected. The optimal number of
features was determined by cross validation.
6) Regression model: A support vector regression (SVR)
model was used to estimate the time course of the driving
performance. For SVR model, LIBSVM package was used
and radial basis function (RBF) was selected. The range of
the penalty factor C and the parameter γ of RBF were set to
[0,1024] and [0.1,2], respectively. All of the points of (C,γ)
were tried to find the best test result.
7) Vigilance level evaluation: The performance of the
differential entropy was evaluated by the index of root mean
square error (RMSE) between the estimated error rate and
the true error rate curve( the local error rate e(t)).
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison among five features in vigilance estimation. Here, the label of subject is from 1 to 23, and the range of RMSE
value is in [0.1,0.5].

and tested against a separate test session with respect to the
same subject.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the RMSE values corresponding to the differential entropy, marked by the red line,
were generally lower than those corresponding to other four
features. According to Fig. 1, Table I presented the mean and
variance of all five features over the data set of twenty-three
subjects. After average of these results of RMSE values, the
performance gap can be found among these five features.
As can be seen from Table I, the mean RMSE value of the
differential entropy was the smallest and it is 0.179, and its
standard deviation was much smaller. The second small value
corresponds to the energy spectrum (ES), and was followed
by the fractal dimension (FD) and the AR parameters (ARP)
in turn. The last one was the sample entropy (SE) feature.
TABLE I
T HE M EAN AND VARIANCE OF RMSE

VALUES OF FIVE FEATURES OVER

THE DATA SET OF TWENTY- THREE SUBJECTS .

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The experimental results over 23 subjects’ test sets are
depicted in Fig. 1. The performance of the differential
entropy was evaluated by the values of RMSE, and was
compared to other four features, which were energy spectrum, auto-regressive parameters, sample entropy and fractal
dimension. The RMSE value indicated the mean of each
subject performance. The smaller the value of RMSE, the
more precise the vigilance estimation. Processing procedure
of other four features was similar to that of the differential
entropy explained in section IV. Local error rate was taken as
the actual performance of a training session with respect to a
subject. The SVR model was trained with a training session

2

22

Average±sd

SE
0.264
±0.111

Feature Extraction methods
ARP
FD
ES
0.243
0.231
0.213
±0.099
±0.087
±0.082

DE
0.179
±0.072

For the five features mentioned above, Table I focused
on the analysis of ability of characterizing vigilance EEG,
while Table II focus on the analysis of time complexity and
robustness (anti-noise ability). Here, K was the number of
electrodes, N was the number of EEG sequence samples, p
was the order of AR model, and m was the length of sub
sequence in the procedure of calculating sample entropy. As
can been seen from Table II, the time complexity of sample
entropy was minimum, while no much difference exists at
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time complexity among the other four features.

existing features to represent the changes of vigilance and
raised the estimation accuracy by 5.9% in average.

TABLE II
C OMPARISON

VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

OF FIVE DIFFERENT FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS
IN TIME COMPLEXITY AND ROBUSTNESS .

Feature Extraction
Algorithms
AR Parameters
Energy Spectrum
Fractal Dimension
Sample Entropy
Differential Entropy
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Performance Index
Time Complexity Robustness
O(KN p + Kp3 )
Medium
O(KN log N )
High
O(KN )
High
O(Km(N − m)2 )
Low
O(KN log N )
High
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